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Caring for
Equine health
and well-being.

Equaroma™

Boxfresh

A relaxing herbaceous fragrance to help both horses
and humans to relax and unwind.

A pine based multipurpose detergent concentrate
with excellent cleaning properties that cleans and
deodorises leaving a fresh pine aroma after use.

Using high quality essential oils, Equaroma creates a calming and
renewed atmosphere by replacing foul odours with the unique and
uplifting scent of lavender and eucalyptus. It can be used everyday
as part of your mucking out routine. Simply spray under and over
new bedding. It’s as easy as that!

Boxfresh is a heavy duty, multipurpose stable cleaner. Also safe and
ideal for use in steam cleaners, auto/jet washer/scrubbers giving
superb results on stall mats, rough and smooth surfaces in stables
and horseboxes, including concrete.* An easy to dose bottle means
a quick and easy preparation of the working solution everytime.
*Ring for details

Cleanse

Dis-in-fect

A ready for use, highly efficient and multipurpose
detergent cleaner for hard surfaces. In addition to it’s
high quality and excellent cleaning properties, Cleanse
leaves a fresh pine aroma after use.

Effervescent tablets providing a cost-effective
disinfectant with high dilution rates, accurate dosing
and long shelf life.

Ideal for most hard surfaces in your stable or horsebox, just spray on
to those stubborn stains and leave for a short period of time. Give it a
good scrub and a wipe to remove all the dirt. This is great in the winter
to use on walls for spot cleaning, because who wants to soak their
stable in freezing conditions? Cleanse is a must for your daily clean!

For DEFRA General Orders simply add 3 tablets to 5 litres of
water. Independently tested to confirm virucidal activity EN14476:
2013+A2:2019 and to be effective against Strangles EN 1656:2009,
EN 14349:2012 and Ringworm EN 1657:2016*
*Ring for details

Our top tips for event biosecurity

What our customers think
“Love them - my
barn/stables smell
gorgeous and the
odour lasts”
Hilary Fitzsimons

“I’m loving the new AGMA
range of equine disinfectants,
it’s now part of my daily stable
cleaning routine”
Jo Holme

“I would highly
recommend
the full
cleaning range”

Avoid handling any horses that are not your own

Loren Ovall

Stick to using your own equipment
(headcollars, haynets, buckets, feed, tack etc.)

Always pack cleaning and disinfectant spray/
wipes as part of your standard event kit

Immediately isolate any horse suspected of having
an illness and seek veterinary advice

AGMA’s story
Hi, we are the Franklin’s, developers of Stablemate by AGMA. AGMA is a family owned
British company by Royal Appointment to Her Majesty the Queen, Manufacturers of
Cleaning & Hygiene Products since 1982.
We are a company that strives to satisfy the needs
of our customers. Our dedication to this, alongside
continuous product improvement, has enabled us
to grow year on year. We were very proud to
celebrate our 50 year anniversary in 2018, which
we believe to be a huge achievement.
However, it was our beloved horse Trip to Paris
(AGMA workforce mascot and 2015 Gold Cup
Winner at Royal Ascot) who proved to be the
inspiration behind the development and creation
of a cleaning range for the Equine industry.

Since his arrival we have become passionate
about providing high quality, effective products to
help keep the environments of our horses fresh,
clean, and most importantly, disease free.
We hope that you will enjoy using the Stablemate
range (as much as we do) to enhance your
regular cleaning regime and provide a safe and
comfortable space for your animal.
Happy cleaning!
The Stablemate team.
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